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Abstract
In todays advanced technology environment, we come across a number of research areas that require extensive data
processing. These areas include but not limited to, modeling and simulation of accuracy, safety and reliability of
nuclear weapons, global warming, weather forecasting, DNA computing, nanotechnology, immune cell system,
optical computing. Since we constantly continue to explore new avenues in our research program, hence the
demand for improvements in other scientific and engineering parameters are continuously on the rise. These
scientific and engineering requirements include but not limited to speed, reliability, fault tolerance, availability,
compatibility, scalability, flexibility, cost to name a few. In todays environment, utilisation of parallel processing
not only satisfies increasing demand for extensive data processing, yet it relatively fulfils deficiencies that one
would experience in these scientific and engineering requirements. To this effect the authors have introduced
architectures based on Master-Slave Multi-Super-Hypercube DX-Tree architecture and Master-Slave Multi-SuperHypercube Star Ring Architecture. For these architectures and the current message passing architectures, the total
system costs are developed and through mathematical modeling and simulation are compared. In this comparison
the merit and demerits of these architectures from the cost point of view are highlighted to enable the user to select
an appropriate Message-Passing architecture which would best satisfy ones scientific requirements.
Keywords: Master slave, DX-Tree, Star-ring, Message passing architectures, parallel processing, Super hypercube.

1. Introduction
The need for achieving higher processing power to
satisfy extensive data processing requirement as well as
the advancement of semi-conductor technology,
together with the software development and its
contemporary applications, have resulted in the rapid
development of the high performance computing.
Evidently these technological achievements have had
direct impact on improving criteria such as speed,

reliability, fault tolerance and cost in general. One of the
integral and critical aspects of the performance
evaluation of any new parallel processing architecture is
the cost analysis. With the budgetary constraints that we
are currently facing, a proper cost analysis would
determine as whether or not a new model is costeffective and hence would it meet our scientific
expectations?
Bearing this motivation in mind the authors have
compared the cost analysis of two models which are
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coined as Master-Slave Multi-Super Hypercube DXTree ((MS)2HDX - Tree) and Master-Slave
Multi-Super-Hypercube Star-Ring ((MS)2HS - R)
architectures. Moreover the total system cost analysis
for these two architectures together with the current
message passing architectures are computed and
analysed for comparison purposes.
2. MIMD Architectures
Multiple-instruction multiple-data (MIMD) stream
parallel architectures are classified into two categories.
The first category is known as shared memory
organization where the second category is known as
message passing organization. In the former scenario,
processors communicate by reading and writing
locations in a shared memory that is equally accessible
by all processors. However, the latter case deals with
the situation where each processor has its own memory
attached to the processor [1]. Implementation of the
message passing architectures will to some extent
reduce the memory contention that normally exists in
the shared memory architectures. Among the most
common message passing architecture, one can include
Torus, Binary Tree and Hypercube. However, X-Tree
architecture is a derivative of Tree architecture which is
configured by connecting rings at each Tree level. In
this architecture, by providing alternate routes along
each Tree level, message density can more evenly be
distributed which leads to enhanced performance. In
order to complete the modeling and system simulation
of a message passing architecture, one needs to consider
the major network performance metrics. As reported in
[2], these network performance metrics can be defined
as:
 Number of nodes (NN): the accessible processing
elements within the architecture.
 Number of links (NL): the number of edges (links or
channels) connected to a node.
 Diameter (R): is identified as the longest path
between any two nodes.
Note that for the diameter calculation, it was
assumed that in Super-Hypercube, two indirect
nodes communicate through a Router.
 Normalised System Cost (KSTN): the ratio of total
system cost in units of processor cost divided by
total number of nodes.
However, many authors have to some extent
considered more general and interrelated parameters
that would complement the above parameters and fulfill
the performance evaluation requirements. These include
hardware system, architecture schemes, operating
system, language, program and algorithm [3], [4] which

the authors believe, can be considered as further work in
this area.
3.

Cost Utilization Analysis

The cost of a multiprocessor system is a critical factor in
determining its feasibility for a given application. In the
context of multiprocessor systems, cost is a difficult
parameter to define, especially given that component
costs are highly dependent on economic conditions.
This section creates a standard framework for relative
cost comparison between different message-passing
architectures based on normalized component costs.
4. Cost Metrics
As reported in [5], the overall total system cost
(OTS)c is dominated by the total node-related cost
(TNR)c and the total communication-link cost (TCL)c
which leads to:
(1)
On the other hand, the total node-related cost (TNR)C is
the product of the unit node cost (UN)C and the number
of nodes (NN) that is;
(2)
Nevertheless, as a general rule, we assume that each
processing node consists of CPU, memory modules and
I/O interfacing ports that provide connections between
different functional units in the overall system
configuration. The total communication-link cost
(TCL)C is the product of the unit link cost (UL)C and the
number of links (NL),
(3)
We assume that each link consists of some form of
interconnection capability that facilitates joining nodes
and receiver/transmitter pairs at the ends of each link in
order to furnish any required signal conditioning. To
this end we summarize the total system cost (OTS)C as
being:
(4)
However, a far more difficult task for the multiprocessor system designer is to justify the suitability of
a network over a range of component costs. In order to
provide a meaningful tool for this justification, one can
refine the issue by introducing a term called normalized
overall total system cost function (OTS)C[6]. We take
(UN)C as the base cost, because it is a constant from a
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system designner’s point off view, since (UL)
(
y to
C is likely
be a fraction of (UN)C. Thhis is accompllished by scaling
(OTS)C downn by (UN)C.
(5)
where

5.22 DX-Tree Architecture
A
a
a mirrorr image of sayy
In this architecture we have added
thrree levels on the
t top half of the X-tree arrangement
a
too
thee lower half part
p as can be seen
s
in Figuree 2.

. Theerefore, KST gives the tootal

system cost iin units of (U
UN)C. In practiice, KL will vary
from near zeero for a tigghtly coupledd multiprocesssor
system to som
mewhat near one for a looosely coupledd or
distributed computer
c
netw
work. Finallyy the minimuum
value of KST iis NN and is in
nvariant for any
a network of
o a
fixed size. Thhis suggests th
hat it is a basse value that can
c
be used to noormalize KST which
w
is coinned as KSTN fo
or a
better com
mparison beetween diffe
ferent netwoork
architectures.. To this end we
w can express KSTN as beinng:
1

(6)

The normaliized cost fuunction for message-pass
ing
m
architectures is summarizeed together with the rest of the
parameters thhat are used foor the system evaluation.
e
5. Message--Passing Arch
hitectures
5.1 X-Tree Architecture
A
Another posssible solution to the problem of congestion
that normallyy exists in thee tree topologyy is to add rinngs
at each level. This modificaation providess alternate rou
utes
along each trree level, whiich results in the reductionn of
the traffic congestion. Furrthermore thiss would resultt in
ore evenly diistributed, wh
hich
message density being mo
leads to an eenhanced perfformance [7]. This schemee is
called an X-T
Tree as shownn in Figure 1.

Figgure 2: DX-Treee Architecture

6. Super-Hypeercube Archiitecture
vercome Hypeercube limitaations such ass
In order to ov
pandability, a derivative version
v
of thee
rouuting and exp
Hyypercube arch
hitecture nameely Super-Hyppercube (SHP))
is introduced [7
7]. This archittecture includdes applying a
he basic Hypeercube. This roouter acts as a
Roouter (R) to th
croossbar switchh, which can provide a coommunicationn
paath between tw
wo indirect PE
Es. Figure 3 shhows the basicc
priinciple of thiss architecture.

Figgure 3: Super-H
Hypercube Archhitecture

7. Network Metrics
M
for the
t
Existing Message
Passing Arcchitecture
Figure 1: X-Trree Architecturee

Provision oof the alternnate routes also improove
reliabilitywheen processing nodes or linkks become fauulty
because messsage can circumnavigate faults
f
by routing
up/down andd left/right. Th
his is similar characteristicc of
the two dimennsional tours and
a hexagonaal networks.

Ass reported inn [7],[8], thee results of the network
k
metrics for meessage-passin
ng architectuures such as:
Trree, X-Tree, Hypercube (HP), Supeer-Hypercubee
(S
SHP), Super--Hypercube-Array (SHA
A) and Tourss
are shown in Table
T
1.
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Table 1: Summ
mary of networkk metrics

8. Master-S
Slave Multi-Super-Hyperrcube StarRing Arcchitecture
A recently deeveloped archiitecture whichh is coined
as Master-S
Slave Multi--Super-Hyperccube Star-Ring
architecture is
i considered.. Its cost paraameter has beeen
developed [9]] and is used for
f comparison purposes.
This
archiitecture
whhich
represeents
a
trrue
multiprocessiing topology consists
c
of thee combination
n of
star and ring topology. In this
t architectuure as it is sho
own
t center of the
in Figure 4, tthe master proocessor is at the
ring and by hhaving connecctions throughh Routers, it can
c
provide fast aand reliable communication
c
n access to eaach
satellite nodde. This arcchitecture is constructed to
perform sim
multaneous and
a
concurrrent processing
activities. Thhe principal architecture
a
o each satellite
of
node is baased on thhe Super-Hyppercube (SH
HP)
architecture aas shown in Fiigure 3.

Slave Multiplee
8.11 Mathemattical modelingg of Master-S
Super-Hyp
percube Star-R
Ring Architeccture
Ass reported inn [9], Table 2 illustrates the networkss
Multi-Super-H
meetrics for the Master-Slave
M
Hypercube
Staar-Ring ((MSS)2HS - R) architecture. It is worthh
meentioning in calculating thee Normalised System
S
Coost, we assum
med that the Router cost compare withh
proocessor cost is negligible annd hence was ignored.
9. Master-Slavve Multi-Su
uperTree Archittecture

Thhis newly devveloped architecture which is depicted inn
Figgure 5 utilizzes Tree archhitecture withh SHP as itss
proocessing elem
ments. Howeveer the Master--Slave schemee
is adopted in order
o
to manaage and contrrol the overall
syystem activitiees. In this arcchitecture, thee performancee
woould be greatly degraded if
i there are coommunicationn
faiilures with no
n spare conn
nections betw
ween differennt
levvels such as level
l
1 and 2.
2 This meanss a failure cann
occcur between the Router R1 and Routerr R1R21 and/orr
Roouter R1R22 which
w
causes a major defi
ficiency in thee
peerformance off the overall system. In ordder to partiallyy
ovvercome thiss shortcominng, one coould includee
addditional com
mmunication liinks (as alterrnative paths))
beetween all thee routers at alll levels (not shown in thee
diaagram).
9.11

Figure 4: Maaster-Slave Muulti-Super-Hypeercube Star- Ring
R
Architecture

Hyperrcube X-

Mathema
atical modelin
ng of Masterr-Slave Multi-Super-Hyp
percube X-Treee Architecturre

Thhis section adddresses the mathematical models
m
for thee
(M
MS)2HX - T architecture
a
a reported inn [10], whichh
as
faccilitates the mathematical
m
modeling off an enhancedd
veersion of (MSS)2HX - T model
m
namely Master-Slavee
M
Multi-Super-Hyypercube DX-Tree architeecture. In thiss
MS)2HX - T hass
caalculations, wee have assumeed that the (M
b branches andd n levels inn which nodees have beenn
repplaced with one SHP annd tabulated in Table 2.
2
Fuurthermore, th
he author comppares the cost analysis of
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Table 2: (MS)2H
HS-R network metrics
m

Table 3: (MS)2H
HX – T network
k metrics

this model with the existing message-pass
m
ing
architecture aas described in
n this paper.
10. Operation of Masster-Slave Multi-Super
M
Hypercub
be DX-Tree Architecture
A
As an extensiion of (MS)2HX
H - T architeecture, one couuld
use DX-Tree topology whhere a mirror image of the XTree is usedd. This newlly developedd architecture is
coined as M
Master-Slave Multi-Super-H
Hypercube DXD
Tree architeccture ((MS)2HDX
H
-T) andd is depicted in
Figure 6. This architecturee incorporates the combination
of Master-slaave Multi-Sup
per-Hypercube in a DX-T
Tree
environment. We have inccluded a masster and two comaster processors to manage
m
and coordinate the
allocation off the tasks and
a
to perfoorm the overrall
management of the system
m in general. The
T operationn of
this newly prroposed archiitecture ((MS))2HDX - T) inn a
massively parallel proceessing system
m can best be
explained ass follows. Thhe main rolee of the Masster
processor, is tthe task allocaation and overrall managem
ment
and control of
o the system[11]. The master processorr is
intended to hhave the latesst technologyy expected of an
advanced proocessing elemeent and the larrgest memory

caapacity in ordder to fulfill the load baalancing, taskk
alllocation and overall system
m control reqquirements of
thee proposed massively
m
paraallel processinng system. Ass
thee first step the
t main taskk is divided into multiplee
suubtasks, which
h then it is plaaced in the maain memory of
thee master processor. This is followed by first
fi allocatingg
theese subtasks into the meemory of the co masterss
proocessors ( thhat is upper half
h
of the syystem uses coo
maaster 1 whereaas the lower half
h would usee the co masterr
2) and then to the respectivve satellite slaave processorss
U
complettion of eachh
forr execution purposes. Upon
suubtask, the slave processo
or by sendingg an interrupt
reqquest initiallyy to the respecctive co proceessor and thenn
to the masterr processors will inform
m the masterr
proocessor of thee completion of its currentt subtasks andd
itss readiness to accept the next
n
available subtask. Thiss
proocess would
d continue until
u
the enntire task iss
coompleted. However,
H
up
pon the existence
e
of
sim
multaneous multiple
m
interrrupt requests generated byy
tw
wo or more sallve processorss, there need to be a priorityy
meechanism in place
p
to take care of any connflict that mayy
ariise. Once thee subtasks arre executed thhe results aree
traansferred from
m the local meemory of each co-master
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Figure 5: Master-Slave Multi-Super-Hyp
M
percube X- Tree
T
Architecture

processor to the memory of the masteer processor for
final processiing purposes.
11. Mathemaatical Modeeling
Multi-Super-Hypercu
ube
Architectture

of

Master-Slave
M
DX-Tree
Figgure 6: Mastter-Slave Mullti-Super-Hyperrcube DXTreee
Arrchitecture

This sectionn presents thee mathematiccal models and
a
structural deetails for the proposed arcchitecture [12],
which woulld lead to a comparisonn between the
t
model param
meters of thhe proposed topology with
w
those of the rem
maining message-passi
m
ing
M
Multi-Supperarchitecturess. The Master-Slave
Hypercube X
X-Tree is a XTree arranngement withh b
branches annd n levels in
i which noodes have beeen
replaced byy a SHP. Fu
urthermore, the
t number of
nodes in Maaster-Slave multi-Super-H
m
Hypercube DX
D
Tree (
) wouuld be the nuumber of noddes

Suuper-Hypercubbe DX-Tree would be calculated ass
folllows:

in DX-Treee multiply byy the numbeer of nodes in
SHP which simply results in having:
2
2
2
2
–
1
where
,

.
Ussing the vallues of NL and NN from
m the abovee
rellationship resuults in having:

aand
.

4
2 2

. Now, w
we proceed too

coompute the ttotal system cost for (M
MS)2HDX-T.Ass
repported:
1
where
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1
Therefore,
lim

.

→

∞

and the diameeter is:
4
.
Figure 7 illustrates the
t Normaliseed System Cost
C
(KSTN) for all described nettwork architecctures. These
include existiing message-ppassing architeectures as welll
as proposed subclasses of
o Master-Slavve Multi-Sup
perHypercube. T
The latter inclu
udes (MS)2HX
X – T, (MS)2HDX
HD
- T and (MS))2 HS - R archhitectures whhich are includded
for comparisoon purposes

i
prroportion off the system
m
fact that an increasing
p
poinnt of view is devoted to
o
coost from a practical
coommunicatioon networkk overheadss and nott
prrocessing eleements cost. A closer anaalysis of thiss
grraph also inddicates that thhe Torus andd to the lesserr
deegree (MS)2HS
H - R haas the clossest markerss
distance for PEs
P
greater than 1000 units. Thiss
beehavior indiccates that thhese architectures have a
beetter flexibiliity, althoughh their cost effectiveness
e
s
are not as favo
orable as Tree and its derivatives.
y
Thhis satisfies ones expectaations from the topology
pooint of view
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